Introduction
The radiofrequency identification (RFID) is a widespread technology, which is applied mainly in industry (production process monitoring), logistics (acceleration of storing procedures), commerce (antitheft feature), health care (elimination of patient confusions) and inventorying (e.g. books in libraries). RFID is expected to have an important role in the internet of things concept [1] . There is a perfect opportunity for further spreading in commerce, provided that the RFID transponders (tags) are suitable for optical barcode replacement [2] . The advantage of the tag consists in the possibility to be read without necessity of clear line of sight. Indeed, its low price is essential for reaching this goal. Unfortunately conventional tags consisting of chips are about hundred times more expensive than the ones equipped with barcodes [3] . Yet a chipless RFID [4] , which provides different methods of storing identification information without chip, represents a promising way how the tag cost can be reduced. The most promising methods are those, whose layouts allow the tag production by means of printing, using a suitable conductive ink, for the price of printable tags can be potentially comparable to the one of optical barcodes. These methods can be separated into two main groups (Fig. 1.) , i.e. the tags based on time domain detection on one hand and tags based on frequency domain detection on the other.
The operational principle of tags with time domain detection is identical to the conventional chip tag principle. The identification information is received as a set of pulses with different time spacing between them. Representatives of such kind of tag are SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave) [5] , TFTC (Thin Film Transistor Circuit) technology [6] and tags with delay line [7] , [8] . The SAW tag is already commercially available, but its price is not comparable with an optical barcode although it is cheaper than a conventional chip tag. The TFTC technology's potential advantages consist in a rewritable memory and compatibility with conventional RFID readers, which are already in usage. Tags with delay line suffer from an insufficient bit capacity.
Chipless tags based on the frequency domain detection, involving planar resonators in most cases, represent promising examples of this technology. The presence or absence of each resonator's peak in tag's spectral signature represents one or zero bit information, respectively. The low bit capacity of tags represents the key issue to be resolved. Representatives of this group are approaches using nanometric materials [9] , electric tattoo ink [10] , space fitting curves [11] and various types of LC resonators [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The idea of ink with different magnetic properties caused by adding nanometric particles for shaping spectral signature was proposed in 2004 by CrossID company. The electronic tattoo ink (applied mainly for animal tagging) was about to be developed in 2009 by Somark company. The development of both of these approaches seems to be suspended, since CrossID ceased to exist and Somark specializes merely in the field of marking laboratory mice (only visual tattoo) [17] . Planar space fitting curves such as Peano or Hilbert curve can be also used for chipless RFID. Their advantage is embodied in a high level of electric length reduction, which is beneficial for miniaturization. The disadvantage, however, lies in the necessity of complicated tag layout changes for coding different bit numbers. The latter subgroup might be generally labeled as 'LC resonators' and is considered the most promising, given the enormous variety of possible chipless RFID solutions. These tags can be also used as chipless sensors [18] [19] [20] .
In Sec. 2, the performance comparison in terms of the electrical size, radar cross section (RCS) magnitude, and bandwidth of various types of planar scatterers used as chipless RFID tag building elements is presented. Section 3 addresses a crucial aspect of small scatterer arrays of U-folded dipoles, i.e. -improvement in robustness and readability of their RCS response by reducing the interelement mutual coupling. This can be done by rearrangements of adjacent resonant elements into distant positions or by inclination of their arms. Both methods are compared, and their influence on amplitude and frequency stability of RCS response is discussed. The increase in overall RCS response using slot-in-plate type chipless RFID tags is presented and discussed in Sec. 4. The employed monostatic RCS measurement method is briefly described in Sec. 5. The final section summarizes the lessons learned, suggests few design hints, and emphasizes several open challenges in the field of frequency-domain chipless RFID.
Scatterers Based on LC Resonators
Many different types of planar resonators serving as basic building units of chipless RFID tag with frequency domain detection can be found in the open literature. We can specify three principal quantities, which must be investigated for each resonator. The radar cross-section (RCS) that determines the reading range of the tag is the first of them. It can be seen that a higher RCS results in a longer reading range. The bandwidth (BW) of resonance peak depending on the quality factor Q of the resonance represents the second quantity. Its evaluation can be performed from frequency characteristics of the resonator as a frequency range of three-decibel resonance peak drop. This characteristic is very important from the spectral bit capacity point of view. The product ka is the last one from the above-mentioned quantities. The variable k is the wave number, while the variable a stands for the radius of circle that circumscribes the resonator. This product represents the rate of electric reduction of the resonator. Resonators with ka below one are more suitable candidates, because small size is essential for application in chipless RFID.
Topology of Investigated Scatterers
This section deals with the performance comparison of planar resonators. It is based on the aforementioned three essential characteristics; see Fig. 2 The capacitively loaded dipoles can be divided into two groups. The difference lies in the mutual linking of ending arms, which can be either mender or spiral-shaped. We proposed three-arm versions labeled as 'M 3 arm' and 'S 3 arm'. The latter represent an extension of CLD 2 (arms width as well as spacing between them was reduced to 0.18 mm). Thin versions (M 5 arm and S 3 arm v2) have five and three arms respectively and their line width as well as spacing between arms equals 0.1 mm. The layouts of all proposed scatterers are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. All scatterers were designed on Rogers RO4003 woven-glass laminate ( r = 3.38, tan = 0.002, 0.2 mm in thickness).
Performance Comparison of Scatterers
In conformity with the theory of electrically small antennas, it can be stated that the resonance structures with small ka show high levels of quality factor Q. This phenomenon results in a low frequency bandwidth on one hand (this is beneficial for high spectral bit capacity), yet in low RCS on the other, which is inappropriate for reading range. Therefore the chipless RFID tag design consists always in searching for the balanced trade-off between the U dipoles achieved the lowest frequency bandwidth, above all the skew dipole with bandwidth 16 MHz. However, their RCS response is below or equal to -35 dBsm, which leads to a shorter reading range. Their coefficients ka attain average levels.
The capacitively loaded dipoles show, in general, better RCS (up to -23.4 dBsm), however most of them are insufficient from the frequency bandwidth point of view. When comparing CLD 1, CLD 2 and M/S 3 arm scatterers, it is noticeable that adding more arms to the scatterer endings results in the higher ka and lower BW, yet at the expense of RCS magnitude.
The comparison of meander/spiral approaches shows that when taking into account the employment of chipless RFID, the spiral scatterer has more suitable properties. This phenomenon is attributable to the orientation of coincident currents in neighboring arms of the spiral, compared to the opposite currents in meander arms [23] . Thin variants of meander/spiral scatterers were designed in more than two versions proposed above, however their RCS was too low or the frequency bandwidth was too high, hence they turned out to be unsuitable for multi-bits chipless structures.
Tag Arrangements
The S3 arm v2 dipole scatterer was chosen for the design of a 5-bit tag due to its very low bandwidth, which represents an important advantage, although the RCS of this structure is average at the level -33 dBsm. The mutual coupling between particular scatterers represents a fundamental problem for tag design and reliable function. There are two arrangements of 5-bits tag proposed in this section. For basic side-by-side arrangement, where the mutual coupling is reduced only by l h = 4.5 mm spacing between the neighboring scatterers, see Fig. 4(a) . The size of this arrangement is 34.5 × 24.5 mm 2 . The second arrangement is focused on more efficient reduction of mutual coupling using parallel-in-echelon of each scatterer by l v = 21.5 mm; see As it can be seen in Fig. 5 , the mutual coupling in side-by-side arrangement leads to differences in amplitudes of each resonance and also (much less significant) shifts in their frequency. They are more significant in horizontal tag arrangement. The saw-toothed shape of resonances represents another consequence of the strong scatterers mutual coupling in this arrangement.
The measured results are plotted in Fig. 6 . The RCS responses of both variants of 5-bit chipless RFID tags correspond to the simulated properties depicted in Fig. 5 . The amplitude differences in resonances of the side-by-side arrangement are more significant in case of the measurement results. The frequency shift (of approx. 20 MHz) and amplitude difference (roughly 5 dB) between the simulated and measured data can be observed. This phenomenon is namely caused by the limitation of simulation in the case that the infinite substrate in method of moments is used, while the real footprint size of the supporting dielectric plate is 28 × 44 mm 2 (for side-by-side arrangement) and 24 × 112 mm 2 (for parallel-in-echelon arrangement).
Improvement in Robustness and Readability by Reduction in InterElement Mutual Coupling
The mutual coupling between scatterers is a major obstacle to achieve a high bit capacity tag, see Sec. 2.3. Two methods for reduction of this negative effect are presented below. The first one is based on the scatterer topology modification. In fact, there is a trade-off between the reduction in mutual coupling and attainment of maximum RCS response. The other method applies the rearrangement, which reduces the mutual coupling by maximizing the distance between scatterers that are neighboring in terms of frequency. The mutual coupling reduction effect of both methods is demonstrated on the 20-bit tag proposed by [13] .
The layout of the original 20-bit chipless tag is composed of an array of U-shaped strip scatterers representing a bit word '11111111111111111111' (shown in Fig. 11a ). The outer size of the largest element is 25.5 × 2.5 mm, while the dimensions of the smallest one equal 16 × 2.5 mm, with the strip width of 1 mm and the gap width equal to 0.5 mm. Consequently, all RCS resonance peaks match the frequency range from 2 to 4 GHz so that the performance of the tag would be comparable with those presented by Vena [13] . The distance between each two neighboring elements, which are arranged according to the element length from the longest one to the shortest one in descending order, is 1 mm. The tag motif was etched on the low-loss dielectric substrate Rogers RO4003 (ε r = 3.38, tan δ = 0.002) with the thickness of 0.2 mm. The incident excitation field is oriented parallel to the shortening strip stub placed at one end of each scatterer, i.e. horizontally to the tag presented in Fig. 11. 
Scatterer Topology Modification
The proposed topology modification of the resonant folded dipoles consists in narrowing the strip width from original 1 mm to 0.25 mm to enable to taper the gap between the longitudinal dipole arms toward the open end to 0.5 mm. This taper shape reduces the mutual coupling between two neighboring coding particles, because their arms are more spatially separated. Figure 7(a) shows the original U-folded dipole (UD) scatterer of the outer size of 20 × 2.5 mm with the 1 mm strip width and the gap of 0.5 mm in width, which is in accordance with [13] . The novel tapered U-folded dipole (T-UD) scatterer of the same outer size is depicted in Fig. 7(b) . To document the behavior of the proposed resonator topology, first resonator triplets were simulated by the CST Microwave Studio, fabricated and measured in the R32 waveguide. As it is indicated in Fig. 7(c) , the fabricated triplets consist of three scatterers that are 20, 19.5, and 19 mm in length and of the same width. The distance among them at short ends is 1 mm, which is the same as in [13] . All scatterers are placed on the substrate that extends their dimensions by about 3 mm at each side of the scatterer.
As it can be seen in Fig. 8 , the arrangement of particular scatterers closely spaced into the triplet detunes the resonant frequencies due to the mutual coupling. Namely in case of UD, we can apparently observe a noteworthy non-uniformity of RCS response magnitude. The tapering of gap between the dipole arms of the T-UD by about 4.5° from the original parallel direction reduces the mutual coupling. As a result, the amplitude uniformity of RCS response of T-UD is considerably improved.
To evaluate the performance of a larger structure, we simulated and measured 20-element arrays of both, the original UD and the proposed T-UD. Both of them were sequentially detuned by changing their lengths by 0.5 mm from 16 to 25.5 mm so that the outer sizes of the arrays were 69 × 25.5 mm 2 . The evaluation of RCS of the fabricated tags was performed by one-port vector measurement of monostatic RCS in a free space, see Sec. 5. The horn antenna and scatterer array lied at the distance of approx. 19 cm. The tag RCS was evaluated using the method similar to that described in [13] . The simulations were performed by Zeland IE3D software.
The frequency range between the lowest and the highest resonant peaks of UD and T-UD are approx. 1.5 and 1.2 GHz, respectively; see Fig. 9(b) . This means that the proposed 20-element T-UD array provides approx. 1.25 times higher information capacity per unit of the frequency range. In order to verify the influence of bit coding on the spectra shape, we removed the 6 th and 15 th scatterers, see Fig. 7(d) for the T-UD, and Fig. 12(a) for UD. We have found that the spectra of the original U-folded 20-element array exhibited an extensive change, namely in the case of resonant peaks neighboring the removed ones. These two peaks substantially alter their magnitudes; the lower one decreases, while the upper one increases by about 2 to Consequently, the "0" bits are nearly invisible in the tag spectral response. On the other hand, such unwanted behavior has not been observed in the case of 20-element T-UD array; see Fig. 9(b) showing the simulation results, and Fig. 10 indicating the measured data. The resonant peaks neighboring the missing peaks remain exactly in the same frequency position and their magnitude change is considerably smaller than in the case of UD array. Moreover, a better amplitude uniformity and frequency stability of the RCS response of T-UD compared to UD array is apparent.
In comparison to the UDs, the T-UDs have a smaller effective area due to tapering. It results in smaller RCS by approximately 7-10 dBsm, see Fig. 9 . As a consequence, the sensitivity of the proposed tag is lower than the original one.
Scatterer Rearrangement in the Tag
To reduce the mutual coupling between the directly adjoining scatterers and the neighboring resonance frequencies so that the robustness of RCS curve is improved, we proposed a modification of element arrangement. The scatterers are divided into four sub-arrays, where each element is next to the one that was originally in fourth position from it. Consequently, the original ascending order according to the element length '1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ... 20' is modified to '1 5 9 13 17, 2 6 10 14 18, 3 7 11 15 19, 4 8 12 16 20'; see Fig. 11(b) and [24] . In this layout, the resonators with neighboring resonance frequencies are then located further apart and thus their coupling is substantially reduced. The third array configuration varies from the second configuration by the alignment of scatterers to the open end (see Fig. 11(c) , which further increases the distance of shortening strip stubs of neighboring elements). All three scatterer arrays (i.e. the reference and two arrays with element rearrangement) were tested for magnitude uniformity and frequency shift of RCS response using configuration of coding the '11111011111111011111' bit word. The polarization of incident electric field is oriented parallel to the short strip stub. The scatterers located in positions 6 and 15 (counted from the largest one) are missing; see Fig. 12 .
The chipless tags were simulated by MoM software Zeland IE3D, using the infinite dielectric layer implementation with 20 cells per wavelength with narrow edge cells in order to perform a precise modeling of current density distribution in transversal cut of the strip. The RCS was calculated by IE3D from the field quantities for plane wave excitation.
The simulated RCS responses of 20-bit chipless tags, representing the bit words '11111111111111111111' (thin black line) and '11111011111111011111' (thick red line) are depicted in Fig. 13 . In the case of reference tag (Fig. 13a) , we can notice that due to removal of the 6 th and 15 th scatterers, the corresponding resonant peaks are missing. However, the magnitudes of lower neighboring resonant peaks considerably decreased, while the higher neighboring peaks registered the rise in their magnitudes. The overall magnitude uniformity is thus deteriorated. The difference between the highest (-30 dBsm) and the lowest (-40 dBsm) RCS magnitude peaks is about 10 dB. Moreover, we can see that the nearest lower and higher neighboring peaks slightly change their resonant frequencies in the direction to the original missing resonance. Thus, both the magnitude and frequency interval uniformity of RCS response are deteriorated. The dips in the characteristic corresponding to logical zeros are untraceable.
Furthermore, the lowest and the highest resonant peaks in RCS curve of bit word '11111111111111111111' are significantly higher and lower, respectively, than the rest of the inner peaks. On the other hand, both elementrearranged arrays coding the bit word '11111011111111011111' exhibit missing resonances without the effect of distortion of magnitude and frequency interval uniformity of RCS curve; see Fig. 13(b), (c) . The difference between the highest (-32 dBsm) and the lowest (-36 dBsm) RCS magnitudes is only about 4 dB.
The element-rearranged configuration with alignment to short ends exhibits a slightly higher magnitude distortion of the 16 th to 18 th resonant peaks. In addition, it is obvious that three lowest resonant peaks of the bit word '11111011111111011111' are by about 2-3 dB higher than the rest of the peaks; see Fig. 13(b), (c) . Figure 14 illustrates the measured RCS response of all three 20-bit chipless tags, original alignment to the short ends, interelement rearrangement with alignment to the short ends, and to the open ends, representing the bit words '11111111111111111111' and '11111011111111011111'.
The two element-rearranged tag configurations provide a comparable uniformity of the RCS curve. Nonetheless, the second configuration that is aligned to the scatterers' open ends exhibits a slightly better amplitude and frequency stability of the RCS response.
Increasing of RCS Response Using Slot-in-Plate Scatterers
The read distance in specific chipless RFID applications may be limited due to the low RCS of their tags. We have therefore proposed a chipless RFID tag that offers a higher RCS at the level of -16 dBsm. This substantially enlarges the read distance compared to the value of RCS = -32 dBsm in Sec. 3.2. The tag is based on a complementary structure; coplanar slots are introduced in a metallic pattern, unlike the strip-based scatterers presented e.g. in [13] , [14] . The basic pattern is a uniplanar rectangle etched on a thin dielectric substrate that displays a substantially higher RCS due to its large size relative to the wavelength that is used. An array of coplanar slots shorted at the one end is introduced into the surface of the rectangle. This pattern then exhibits a generally larger and typically monotone RCS curve over the selected frequency interval, with dips corresponding to the resonances of individual slots.
The tag is based on a metallic rectangular plate 52 × 50 mm 2 in size chosen to provide a monotonous RCS curve over the frequency range of 2 to 4 GHz [25] . Twenty shorted coplanar slots forming an inverted letter "U" are introduced symmetrically into the rectangle so that the slots are collinear with the unit polarization vector of the incident field. The vertical polarization of incident wave excites the electric field in the narrow shorted part of the slot; see Fig. 15 .
The slot-arm length l ranges from 15.0 to 24.5 mm, with 0.5 mm in length difference between the two neighboring slot couple. The slot width is w = 0.25 mm and the 
Measurement Method
All aforementioned measured characteristics were obtained by monostatic measurement of tag RCS performance in the anechoic chamber; see Fig. 21 . The measurement was based on the evaluation of reflection coefficient of the double ridge horn antenna DRH 20 [26] in front of which the scatterer at the distance of 0.3 m was placed. The calculation of RCS response of the tag was performed by the equation used in [13] and modified so that it was applicable to the case of the one-port measurement. 
Summary
The performance comparison of various types of planar scatterers for chipless RFID building elements shows that there is an expected trade-off between the electrical size and bandwidth on one side and the RCS level, representing reflection properties, on the other. Furthermore, it was found that the recently proposed arm loaded dipoles exhibit by up to 5-10 dB larger RCS level than U-folded dipoles of the same electrical size. Yet they provide typically a 2-3× larger bandwidth. It implies a smaller bit density in the unit frequency range. However, the best performance of the proposed loaded dipole S3 arm v2 (RCS = -33.5 dBsm, BW = 17.2 dB, ka = 0.35) overcomes the reference U-folded dipole (RCS = -5.0 dBsm, BW = 18.2 dB, ka = 0.62) of the same outer dimensions.
Apart from the proper selection of scatterer topology for the highest BW-RCS product, the mutual coupling constitutes another important issue. Major distortion of RCS response is present when "0" bits are coded by removing appropriate scatterers. This is due to the electromagnetic interaction between the adjacent resonant elements placed in the array in the descending order in line with the resonant frequency. In such cases, the directly neighboring resonances are detuned from their original positions and RCS magnitudes are significantly changed. The proposed rearrangement of elements in the array is done in a way that the directly adjacent resonant elements are located further apart, which considerably improves the robustness and readability of RCS response.
The overall RCS response might be significantly improved provided that the interrogating signal is reflected from a larger radar target that contains band-notched resonators, such as slot-type elements placed in the planar rectangular element. There is an unresolved issue of proper topology of these band-notched resonators, which increases their quality factor so that the band dips reach the sufficient level.
The range of open challenges in the field of frequency-domain chipless RFID transponders involves further investigation into the optimal selection of scatterer element topology, the optimization of its geometrical parameters (aimed at maximization of the RCS-BW-ka product) and also the evaluation of influence of mutual coupling in the scatterer arrays on the overall RCS performance. The latter involves its robustness, reliable readability and achievable bit density in unit frequency range as well as in unit area.
